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with opposite senses of circular~polarization. Comparisons of the synthesis
maps of total intensity with Hax photographs of the same active regions indicate
that the enhanced 6 cm emission is well correlated with the chromospheric plage
seen as bright regions on the H photographs, and that there is often no r"

S"sdmilar enhanced 6 cmemissioffin the regions which directly overly sunspots.
The large brightness temperatures of the regions of enhanced 6 cm emission
indicate an origin in the coronal atmosphere above active regions whereas
comparisons of the synthesis maps of circular polarization with magnetograms of
the underlying photosphere indicate that these maps act as coronal magnetograms.

Z.. The' maps 6- circular p'oiarizat dffx-hib iii -tp6h1ate-T --di le shapes,
orientations and extents which are similar to those found by the Zeeman effect
in the photosphere. Both the circular polarization maps and the Zeeman effect
magnetograms refer to the longitudinal component of the magnetic field, and the
regions of enhanced 6 cm emission are well correlated with this component. We
interpret the enhanced 6 cm emission in terms of the thermal bremsstrahlung of
a hot (electron temperature Te % 2.5 x 106 K), dense (emission measure fN2 dl
2 x 1029 cm- 5 and electron density Ne % 5 x 10 cm- 3) "coronal condensations"
which overly bright chromospheric ptage. The spatial configuration, emission
measure, electron density and temperature are all consistent with those inferred
from X-ray observations of the coronal atmosphere above other active regions.
Magnetic field strengths of between 450 and 900 Gauss are required at levels
where the temperature exceeds a million degrees if the observed circular polari-
zation is explained by either thermal bremsstrahlung or gyroresonance absorption.
We propose a multiple component model in which the slowly varying component of
solar radio radiation is predominantly due to the thermal bremsstrahlung of a
variety of sources with angular sizes ranging from 10" to 10' and brightness
temperatures and electron densities which decrease with increasing size. Our
model does not exclude the possibility that gyroresonant absorption processes
can become important near sunspots under special conditions, but these processes
do not dominate the 6 cm emission from the active regions which we have observed.

We also present observations of solar flares using the Owens Valley
interferometer at 2.8 wavelength. hese observations were made for the purpose
of studying changes in the circular polarization which have previously been
seen minutes before flares occur. The changes in circular polarization are
thought to be due to emerging magnetic fields which may forcast flare eruption
before their actual occurrence. During a two week observing session, 14 flares
of weak to moderate (I to 10 solar flux units) were detected. No impulsive
polarization changes were seen before any of the flares but a few gradual changes
were detected before, during and after some events which might be caused by
gradual reconfigurations of the coronal magnetic fields.
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A. INTRODUCTION

It has long been known that the slowly varyingkS)component of solar

radio emission, whose intensity is correlated with sunspot number and area,

is connected with solar activity and has its origin in solar active regions.

Previous interpretations of the emission mechanism and correlations with

features seen at optical wavelengths have been limited by the low angular

resolutions available at the time, however, for the large antenna beam-

widths artificially dilute estimates of polarization and brightness, and

they do not usually discriminate between groups of sunspots and the hot

plasma located between them. The two prevailing hypotheses for the emission

mechanism of the S component are the thermal bremsstrahlung of hot and

6 9dense (electron temperature T \, 2 x 106 K and electron density N 'b 10
e e

10 -3
to 10 cm ) "coronal condensations" (Waldemeier and MUller, 1950;

Waldemeier, 1956; Christiansen and Mathewson, 1959; Christiansen et al.,

1960; Newkirk, 1961) and the magneL-bremsstrahlung involing gyroresonance

absorption in the intense magnetic fields of sunspots (Stepanov, 1958;

Ginzburg and Zheleznyakov, 1959; Zheleznyakov, 1962; Lantos, 1968;

Zlotnik 1968 a, b, and Zheleznyakov 1970). When gyroresonant absorption

has been invoked, it has usually been related to the so-called core-halo

model which is based upon Kundu's (1959a, b) interferometric observations

which showed that the S component sources at 3.2 cm contain an intense

polarized (% 30%) core with an angular size 0 ' 1.8' surrounded by a weaker

unpolarized halo whose angular extent ranges between 5' and 9'. According

to the core-halo model, the intense polarized cores are related to gyro-

magnetic processes in the magnetic fields of sunspots, whereas the extended,

*1d
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unpolarized halo emission is associated with the thermal bremsstrahlung

of chromospheric plage. It soon became apparent, however, that the obser-

vations which have been used in support of these models could have led to "

misleading conclusions, for the unresolved "cores" could be associated with

either sunspots or bright plage, the polarization measurements could be

affected by beam dilution effects, and the observed circular polarization

could be accounted for by propagation effects without an appeal to gyro-

resonant absorption (Covington, 1949; Lehany and Yabsley, 1949; Denisse,

1950; Gelfreich et al., 1959).

By the 1970's the development of high resolution radio wavelength

interferometers and synthesis arrays led to a renewed interest in the

competing models for the structure of the coronal atmosphere above solar

active regions. Lang (1974 a) for example, used interferometric obser-

vations at a wavelength of A - 3.7 cm with an effective angular resolution

of 7" to show that the so-called core sources are actually composed of

one or more sources with angular sizes of e ". 20", brightness temperatures

of TB % 106 K, and extraordinarily high circular polarizations of up to

100%. The presence of several bright core components with angular sizes

of about 20" and brightness temperatures ranging between 5 x 105 and 107 K

was confirmed by interferometric observations of 2.8 cm wavelength (Felli,

Pampaloni and Tofani, 1974; Felli, Tofani, First and Hirth, 1975). Kundu

and Alissandrakis (1975) next used the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope

(W.S.R.T.) at a wavelength of A - 6 cm to resolve a solar active region

6into several discrete sources with brightness temperatures of TB " 10 K.

They were able to show that the circular polarization of these smaller

sources is as high as 90%, and that maps of the circular polarization
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correlate well with magnetograms of the longitudinal magnetic field in

the lower lying solar photosphere. Subsequent analysis of the data by

Ij

Kundu, Alissandrakis, Bregman and Hin (1977) suggested that the brightest

components of the 6 cm emission are associated with sunspots, but some

of the brightest sources were actually associated with chromospheric

plage where no sunspots exist.

In this report we present Very Large Array (V.L.A.) observations

at 6 cm wavelength for six different active regions on seven different

days scattered over a one and a half year period. Although many of the

earlier observations were made when the V.L.A. was in the early stages

of construction, the effective angular resolution of ' l0"for these

pioneering observations was sufficient to resolve the dominant sources

of enhanced emission and to show that they are predominantly associated

with the bright chromospheric plage. In fact, now that the full V.L.A.

is available, the detailed morphological features and structural changes

of the 6 cm emission can be compared with similar features and changesI in the bright plage with second-of-arc accuracy (Felli, Lang and Willson,

1980). The earlier observations presented here provide a fairly large

sample spread over a long period of time, and allow us to make several

definitive conclusions in spite of the fact that the full potential of

the V.L.A. was not always available. The synthesis maps given in

Section B , for example, indicate that in every case the observed active

6
region has been resolved into one or more small (1 20"), bright (R;10 K),

highly circularly polarized (30% to 100%) sources which dominate active

region emission at 6 cm wavelength. Here we also show that the enhanced

emission coincides in shape, orientation and extent with the chromospheric
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plage which is seen as bright regions on H a photographs, and that there

is often no similar enhanced 6 cm emission in the regions which directly

6overly sunspots. The large brightness temperatures of . 10 K indicate

an origin in the coronal atmosphere above active regions, and our results

are consistent with recent X -ray and E.U.V. observations which indicate

that a hot dense coronal plasma is located in magnetic arches between

sunspots, and that cooler tenuous regions overly sunspots. In Section II

we also show that the circular polarization at 6 cm wavelength exhibits

magnetic polarities, dipole shapes, orientations and extents which are

correlated with the structure of the longitudinal magnetic field seen in

magnetograms of the lower lying photosphere. A connection between regions

of enhanced radio emission and the surface magnetic field of the Sun has

been suggested by Tanaka and Steinberg (1964), Kundu and McCullough (1972),

Felli, Poletto and Tofani (1977), Kundu, Alissandrakis, Bregman and Hin

(1977) and Chiuderi Drago, Felli and Tofani (1977); and here we expand

upon Lang and Willson's (1979, 1980) contention that the 6 cm maps of

circular polarization delineate the magnetic structure in coronal regions

where the temperatures exceed a million degrees.

Another aspect of our work, more directly related to the prediction

of Solar flares, was the monitoring of the circular polarization of active

regions. The purpose of these observations was to identify any polarization

changes which occur before flares and which may therefore serve as warnings

for the commencement of flare activity. In Section C we present these

observations at 2.8 cm wavelength it the Owens Valley Observatory during a

two week period in December 1979. Fourteen flares of weak to moderate

intensity were detected and none exhibited rapid polarization changes minutes

or hours before the events. In a few cases however, gradual polarization
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changes were seen.

In Section D a theoretical discussion is provided in which the several

observed regions of the sources described in Section II are interpreted

in terms of the thermal bremsstrahlung process. The fact that the peak

6brightness temperature of each source always lies in the range 2 to 4 x 10 K,

suggests that the brightest features of the enhanced radio emission have

become optically thick with a brightness temperature equal to the electron

temperature in the coronal atmosphere; wheras the larger part of the enhanced

emission comes from optically thin coronal regions. By using a representative

6optical depth of T= 0.3 and a representative electrontemperature of T =2.5 xlO K,
e

the thermal bremsstrahlung formulae indicate an emission measure of fN2dl909 -5 09 - e

2 x 10 cm and an average electron density of N ' 5 x 0cm . These

e

physical parameters are consistent with those inferred from X-ray observations

of the coronal atmosphere above solar active regions. We therefore revive the

old "coronal condensation" hypothesis for the slowly varying component of

radio emission, and argue that an appeal to gyroresonant absorption is not V

needed, at least for the 6 cm observations presented here. Instead, our

observations indicate that the previously unresolved cores in the old (Kundu,

1959 a,b) core-halo model may actually be predominantly due to the bremsstrahlung

of dense coronal condensations which overly bright plage rather than gyro-

magnetic emission associated with sunspots. We do not exclude the possibility

of gyroresonsnt absorption becoming dominant under very special conditions

near sunspots, but our sample of six different active regions indicates that

thermal bremsstrahlung from the coronal regions which lie between sunspots

dominates the 6 cm radiation from active regions. In Section 1) we also show

that the high degree of circular polarization requires intense magnetic fields

of between 450 and 900 Gauss in coronal levels where the temperatures exceed a



million degrees. This conclusion follows from either the thermal bremsstrahlung

or the gyroresonant absorption hypothesis, and the observed data indicate

that these intense fields exist in regions of bright chromospheric plage which

are not necessarily associated with sunspots. Finally in this section, we show

that the reversals in sign of the circular polarization which are often observed

during solar flares can be explained if the flare heats an overlying layer

causing the optical depth in this layer to decrease. In the final Section E,

we summarize our basic conclusions.

7

ii
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B. VIA OBSERVATIONAL RESULTS

We have used the Very Large Array (V.L.A.) of the National Radio

Astronomy Observatory to observe six different active regions on seven

different days scattered over a one and a half year period. Many of these

observations were made with a partially completed array at times when only

one arm was available and the Sun was at an unfavorable declination for

complete u-v coverage. The effective angular resolutions of . 10" for our

synthesized beams have enabled us to resolve the dominant sources of

enhanced emission, however, and some important general conclusions have

been made in spite of some large uncertainties in these pioneering

observations. The names of the active regions are given in Table I

together with their positions on the Sun's surface, the number of antennae

used, the total number of interferometer pairs, and the minimum and maxi-

mum interferometer baselines. The individual antennae have a diameter

of 25 m which provided a beamwidth of 8.6' and an aperture efficiency of

65% at our operating wavelength of X = 6 cm. The average correlated flux

of each interferometer pair was sampled every 30 s for both the left hand

circularly polarized (LCP) and the right hand circularly polarized (RCP)

signals. These data were then calibrated, edited and averaged to make

synthesis maps of the Stokes parameters I and V.

For each antenna pair the correlator outputs were calibrated by

observing 3C 84, CTA 102, or 3C 273 for 5 min every 20 min, whereas the

solar active region was observed during the remaining 15 min of each 20

min period. The frequent observations of the calibrator lessened the

effects of tropospheric refraction variations, and allowed a calibration

of the instrumental gain, polarization and phase according to the

Operated by Associated Universities Inc. under contract with the

National Science Foundation.
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procedures described by Lang and Willson (1979). For calibration purposes

the background temperature of the Sun at 6 cm wavelength was assumed to be

2 x 104 K, and the flux densities of 3C 84, CTA 102 and 3C 273 at X - 6 cm

were respectively assumed to be 49, 34, and 35 Jy, where I Jy = 10
- 2 3

-l -2 -= 026 m-2 -

erg s cm Hz- = 10 W m Hz and one solar flux unit (I s.f.u.)

4
10 Jy. The uncertainties in these pioneering observations were larger

than those presently available with the V.L.A., for the brightness tempera-

tures reported here are uncertain by a factor of two, and known instrumental

effects limit the circular polarization accuracy to about 10%. Nevertheless,

the brightness temperatures and circular polarizations are large (R 106 K

and up to 100%); and these uncertainties do not preclude important conclu-

sions about the physical parameters of the regions of enhanced radio

emission. Solar flares, bad antennae, and interference were edited from

the data and the 30 s values of amplitude and phase were then added together

to obtain 5 min vector averages with a phase calibration better than 50

and an amplitude calibration accurate to <10%. These calibrated averages

of the amplitude and phase of each polarization for every antenna pair

were then taken to be the amplitude and phase of the source visibility

function. The source intensity distribution was then obtained by Fourier

transforming the visibility function and using the "clean" procedure

on nearly 10,000 u-v components for each observation day. Our preliminary!I
results indicated that the dota on the longer baselines with angular

resolutions I< 10" were contributing noise to our maps, particularly in the

early observations when the V.L.A. was still under construction and the

Sun was at low declinations where the u-v coverage was poor. We therefore

discarded the 6 cm data having fringe spacings < 10", and used the intensity

distributions obtained from the right hand circularly polarized (RCP) and
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left hand circularly polarized (LCP) signals to form synthesis maps of the

total intensity I = (LCP + RCP)/2 and the circular polarization V = (LCP -

RCP)/2. These maps are illustrated in Figures 1 through 7 where the

synthesized beam pattern is denoted by a hatched ellipse, the contour

intervals are given in units of Jy per synthesized beam area, the I maps

contain solid contours only, and the V maps contain solid and dashed

contours respectively denoting left-hand circular polarization (positive V)

and right hand circular polarization (negative V).

As illustrated in Figures 1 through 7 and Table I; solar active regions

always exhibit small (u 20"), bright ( 106 K), highly circularly polarized

(30% to 100%) sources which dominate active region emission at 6 cm wave-

length. The peak values of brightness temperature TB given in Table II

2
were determined from the Rayleigh-Jeans law in which TB = (S/2) (0 /2k),

B B

the peak flux density is S, the synthesized beam area QB usually took on

values of 2 40 square seconds of arc, the observing wavelength is X = 6 cm,

and k is Boltzmann's constant. The peak brightness temperature of each

6region of enhanced emission usually lies in the range 2 to 4 x 10 K, and

this suggests that the brightest features have become optically thick with

a brightness temperature equal to the electron temperature in the coronal

atmosphere [Continuum observations at X-ray wavelengths (Vaiana and Rosner,

1978), as well as the observed Doppler broadening and excitation of

spectral lines at optical wavelengths (Newkirk, 1961) indicate that the

coronal condensations above active regions have electron temperatures of

T = 2 to 4 x 106 K). The larger part of the enhanced radio emission ise

therefore optically thin with a representative optical depth of T TB/Te

6
IV 0.3 for a representative electron temperature Te ' 2.5 x 10 K. Under

this assumption we can compute the emission measures (cf. Equation (1) of
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Section C ) which are also given in Table II. An optically thin condition

is also suggested by the large degrees of circular polarization, Pc' for

optically thick bremsstrahlung, for example, would exhibit no polarization.

As indicated in Figures 1 through 7 and Table ll,each of the bright regions

of enhanced 6 cm emission also has one dominant magnetic polarity, and high

circular polarizations which can vary from 30% to 100% within each source.

Generally the brighter, optically thick regions tend to have lower polariza- V

tions, but the angular resolution was not adequate to map out this trend in V

detail. Future V.L.A. observations with the full array should result in the

resolution of detailed features within each dominant source, and if our

assumptions are correct the regions of highest brightness should exhibit

this trend toward lower degrees of circular polarization. Although each

active region also has one dominant magnetic polarity, many regions contain

bright sources with opposite senses of circular polarization, suggesting

the feet of magnetic dipoles. This suggests thaL the 6 cm maps of circular

polarization act as coronal magnetograms which delineate the longitudinal

magnetic fields of the solar corona.

When high resolution Ha photographs were available from the Air Force

SOON network and N.O.A.A., we have used them for comparisons with the I

synthesis maps on the same angular scale. As illustrated in Figures 8 to

13, there is an excellent correlation between enhanced emission of 6 cm

wavelength and the chromospheric plage seen as bright regions on the Ha

photographs. The maps of total intensity coincide in shape and orientation

with the bright Ha emission, and the regions of enhanced 6 cm emission are

confined within the boundaries of the bright Ha emission. Of special

interest is Figure 8 which shows enhanced 6 cm emission without a depression

in a region which contains bright Ha emission and a dark filament and Figures 11
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Table II: Physical parameters for the circularly polarized cores given in
order of decreasing intensity for each active region. Here we provide the
peak value of the Stokes parameter, I, the corresponding brightness tempera-
ture, TB, the peak value of the Stokes parameter, V, the degree of circular
polarization pc = peak I/(peak V), the estimated angular size, e, and the
emission measure f Ne2 dl calculated under the assumption that the radiation
is thermal bremsstrahlung at an electron temperature of Te = 2.5 x 106 K.*
Note that the maps of I and V are given in units of Jy per synthesized beam
area, that the peak I and peak V do not always coincide, and thatp c varies
throughout each source.

Date Active Source Peak I TB Peak V Pc e fN 2dl
Region (Jy/".) (10 K) (jy/,,2) (%) ( , ) (l09cm-5)

3/30/78 1046 1 35 1.8 +26 +74 20 4.3
1046 2 35 1.8 +26 +74 20 4.3
1046 3 15 0.8 -10 -67 10 1.9

4/1/78 1056 1 55 2.8 -40 -73 15 6.7
1056 2 25 1.3 -13 -54 15 3.1
1056 3 20 1.0 +13 +66 15 2.4

11/4/78 1374 1 80 4.1 +20 +25 30 9.8

1374 2 30 1.6 -20 -67 ,CIO 3.8 f
11/29/78 1407 1 52 2.7 +16 +30 20 6.4

1407 2 41 2.2 +37 +88 20 5.2
1407 3 31 1.6 -26 -84 15 3.8

12/1/78 1429 1 215 11.2 +80 +37 30 26.6 V

10/5/79 2032 1 30 1.6 + 8 +27 30 3.8

10/6/79 2032 1 38 2.0 +18 +47 45 4.8

The calculated emission measures are uncertain by at least a factor of two
because the electron temerature, Te, is known to vary between 2 and 4 x 106 K,
and the estimated brightness temperatures, TB, in 1978 were also uncertain by

at least a factor oftwo because of the weak calibration noise source of
n4 K and the need to assume that the background temperature of the Sun is
2 x 104 K at 6 cm. In 1979 these uncertainties in TB were removed by using

stronger calibration noise sources.
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and 12 where there is no detectable emission from sunspots and the enhanced

6 cm emission seems to outline loop-like structures whose features are

outlined by bright chromospheric plage. All six figures indicate that when

bright chromospheric plage is present, intense radio emission is also

present; but there is no similar correlation with the presence or absence

of sunspots. Our morphological comparisons indicate that active regions

often contain several highly polarized sources which are associated with

chromospheric plage, and that the brightest radio emission at 6 cm wave-

length is not usually associated with sunspots at all. This opens up the

possibility that the previously unresolved cores in the old (Kundu, 1959 a,b)

core-halo model may be predominantly due to the bremsstrahlung of bright

dense coronal condensations which lie in the regions between sunspots,

and that gyroresonance absorption processes near sunspots may not play

the dominant role at 6 cm wavelength.

When magnetograms of the solar photosphere were available from the

Kitt Peak National Observatory (K.P.N.O.), we have compared them with the

synthesis maps of circular polarization, V, on the same angular scale

(Figures 14 to 18). Here, dark magnetogram areas refer to regions of

negative magnetic polarity, and correspond to positive left hand circular

polarization (solid lines) with the extraordinary mode of wave propagation.

Similarly, light magnetogram areas refer to regions of positive magnetic

polarity, and correspond to negative, right hand circular polarization

(dashed lines) with the extraordinary mode of wave propagation. The

comparisons given in Figures 14 to 18 indicate that the polarity, dipolar

shapes, orientations and extents exhibited on the V maps are correlated

with similar features seen in the magnetograms. The 6 cm maps of circular

polarization and the Zeeman effect magnetograms respectively refer to the

2I I |
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Figure 9. A comparison of a V.L.A. synthesis map of total intenISity, 1, at CM %m wave-

length (see Fig. 3) with a U.S. Air Force SOON -itt pictuire oil November 4, 19U78

for solar active region AR 1374 (McMaitl 15635).
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longitudinal component of the magnetic field in the low solar corona and

the underlying solar photosphere. The correlation between the V maps and

the magnetograms suggests that the former delineate regions in which the

photospheric field is projected vertically upwards into the low solar

corona, as first suggested by Lang and Willson (1979, 1980). The correlation

indicates an intimate connection between enhanced radio emission and

intense magnetic fields which are not necessarily directly associated with

sunspots. When loop-like structures are apparent, however, the hot plasma

seen at Ha, radio and X-ray wavelengths may well be trapped in the arches

of magnetic loops which are sometimes connected to sunspots.

4f.
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%%

Figure 15. A comparison of a V.L.A. synthesis~ map of circulair polarizti n V

6 cm wavelength (see Fig. 2) with n K.P.N.0 magnetogram taken on
April 1, 1978, for active region Al 1056 (McMtl 15220), Thedr
reglions of the magnetograms refer tc. regions of negative magnetic polarityr
and correspond to positive V values (solid contours) and left circularly
polarized radiation at 6 cm. The liglht regions of the magnetog rams refer
to regions of positive magnetic polarity and] correspond to negative V'
values (dashed contours) and right hand circularly polarized rad iat ion
at 6 cm. The magnetograms are- enlargementc; of the appropriate secot ion005
of the K.P.N.O. full disk magnetograms.
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C. OWENS VALLEY OBSERVATIONAL RESULTS

Another phase of our work, more directly related to the prediction

of solar flares, was the monitoring of active regions for changes in the

microwave circular polarization which reflect the emerging magnetic

fields which can trigger subsequent flare emission. It is generally

believed that magnetic fields in the low solar corona are disrupted prior

to the emission of solar flares and there is already some evidence that

these flare precursors can be detected in the centimeter wavelength emission

from the relevant active region, and that the emission of flares may be

correlated with a particular spatial distribution of this radio radiation.

Lang (1977) has shown that the emission of solar flares is preceded by

an increase in the polarization, as well as the intensity, of the centi-

meter wavelength radiation of active regions. He showed that the normal

day long stability of the radio sources is disrupted by changes in

polarization of up to one hundred percent at time intervals between a few

minutes and many tens of minutes before the eruption of solar flares.

Alissandrakis (1977) has also observed that the circular polarizaton of

centimeter wavelength radiation reaches a maximum several minutes before

the emission of flares seen at optical wavelengths. All of these radio

wavelength observations suggest that stronger or more ordered coronal

magnetic fields may act as a flare trigger mechanism. Bv monitorin),

acttve regions over several weeks, our hope was to extend these pionerillc

observat ions and to gather a lar ge enough data base in order to be ablcI

to detect pat terns in the ci rccilar polari zat ion changes which might s.r%,v

as signatures for the commencement of flare activit v. Bt acs, ,t h

unprtdictable occurre.n-ce of mlcrowave bursts and bec aue ,nIv a I imit ed

amount of bsi.rvin, t me, is ava ilable icr the Vtr\ I.,tr), Array inst riment
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we decided to carry out these observations using the Caltech two-element

interferometer at Owens Valley where long periods of time are available.

This instrument also has the capability of sampling the signals at a

very rapid rate (once every 50 milliseconds) thereby making it possible

to study the polarization properties of a burst with high time resolution.

The observations described in this section were made during a two

week period between December 4 and December 16, 1979. The interferometer

consisted of two 85 foot parabaloids separated by 200 meters along an

east-west direction. At our operating wavelength of 2.8 cm, the

individual antenna beamwidths are %6 minutes of arc and the interferometer

fringe spacing is ^30 seconds of arc. In order to study the suspected

rapid polarization changes with maximum time resolution, the left and

right circularly polarized signals were sampled at the fastest possible

rate of once every 50 milliseconds. The instrumental gain and polarization

were calibrated by observing the extragalactic sources 3C273 and 3C345

about once per hour.

Our general observing plan was to track a particular active region

for as long as it was suspected to have a good chance of flaring. This

strategy allowed us to study the development of the region's polarization

characteristics over several days. The results of our observations are

summarized in Tables III and IV where in Table IIl we list the regions

and times that they were observed and in Table IV we list the flares that

were detected, their intensities, and the circular polarizations both

before and during the flares. The left and right circularly polarized

amplitudes were first examined by plotting every 50 millisecond data

point and were later averaged over a 5 second interval when it was found
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that, to within the noise, no structure could be detected on a timescale

shorter than this value. In all, 14 events were detected. In Figures 19-

24 we have plotted as a function of universal time the Stokes parameters I

= (LCP + RCP)/2 , V = (LCP-RCP)/2 , and the circular polarization

p = V/I , for six of the flares, where LCP and RCP refer to the left and

right circularly polarized signals.

As Table IV and Figures 19-24 show, all of the events were of weak to

moderate intensity (1 to 10 solar flare units) and each lasted between

1 to 10 minutes. Most of the flares also exhibit the "classical" emission

profile, characterized by a rapid rise in intensity to a maximum followed

by a slower decline. In almost every case the preflare circular polariza-

tion was about 50 percent whereas the change in polarization during the

burst was typically less than 20 percent.

Of particular interest is the strongest flare which occurred at

1923 UT on December 8 and which we illustrate in Figure 19. The radio

burst was associated with an Ha event originating in active region AR2159,

located approximately 5 minutes of arc from the region being tracked on

that day, AR2156. The circular polarization begins to change about

three minutes before the total intensity reaches a maximum, changes sign

and peaks at the same time as the total intensity, then declines to its

preflare value during the post-impulsive phase. This type of polarization

variation is different from that found by Kundu and Vlahos (1979)

who observed that, at6 cmwavelength, bursts of moderate to weak intensity

were polarized o in the impulsive phase and only in one sense of

polarization. For those flares, they claimed that if the emission arose

from a bipolar loop structure, then the emission must be associated with

only one leg of the loop. That the flare on December 8 (and most of the
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others observed by us) is :ecn at both right and left circular polariza-

tions seems to indicate that the burst originates from opposite magnetic

polarities of the loop. It is also possible to infer that the optical

thickness, 7 , of the bursting source, is less than or equal to unity

throughout the flare since as equation 4 of the next section shows,

opticlly thick radiation T >> 1, is unpolarized even in the presence

of a magnetic field.

As Figures 19-24 illustrate, there were no dramatic changes occurring

several minutes before the flares. In order to see if such changes might

have occurred on larger time scalesi.e., of several tens of minutes to

an hour before the flares, we show in Figures 25-29 plots of the V stokes

parameter and of the circular polarization, p, for times of up to two

hours before and after the events. Again, these figures show that there

are no obvious impulsive (i.e., timescales of a few minutes) polarization

changes on hourly timescales which one would immediately identify as a

"precursor". There are, however, indications of more gradual variations

such as those which occur before, during and after the flares on

December 14 (Figure 27) and 16 (Figure 29). On December 14, for example,

the pre-flare emission was about 70 percent left circularly polarized,

decreased to u20 percent after the flare at 1842 UT, then increased to

about 40 percent about 3.5 hours later and before the last three events

seen on that dav. A similar and somewhat more abrupt ( 'l hour) change

was detected before, during and after the bursts at 1644 and 1706 UT on

December 16.

These results suggest that rapid pre-flare polarization changes of

the type previously reported, do not always precede flare activity. More

moderate variations with amplitudes on the order of 30-40 percent on

timescale's of about an hour are sometimes seen around the times of flares.
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TABI1E I 111

SUMMARY OF OWENS VALLEY OBSERVATIONS

Act Ive

Date Region Time Observed (UT)

12-4-79 2164 1800-2327

12-5-79 2164 1630-2334

12-6-79 2164 1708-1745

2156 2258-2334

12-7-79 2156 1620-2325

12-8-79 2156 1610-2327

12-9-79 2156 1616-2325

12-10-79 2156 1613-1820

2176 1826-2324

12-11-79 2162 1626-1926

2176 1957-2327

12-12-79 2176 1622-2125

12-13-79 2191 1657-2333

12-14-79 2186 1620-2327

12-15-79 2186 1616-2325

12-16-79 2186 1615-2142
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TABLE IV

Summary of Flares Observed at OVRO 2.8 cm

Date Region Begin End Peak Pre-Flare Flare

Flux Pol Flux Pol
(SFU) (SFU)

12/8/79 AR2159 1922 1923 1925 0.97 -0.09 8.9 0.31

12/9/79 AR2156 1658 1659 1700 0.87 0.39 1.52 0.32

12/9/79 AR2156 1717 1718 1718 0.81 0.43 1.01 0.39

12/9/79 AR2156 1739 1740 1742 0.79 0.41 1.68 0.36

12/9/79 AR2156 1904 1904 1941 0.79 0.38 1.46 0.31

12/12/79 AR2176 1713 1714 1715 0.44 -0.56 0.89 -0.26

12/14/79 AR2186 1838 1842 1850 0.29 0.42 0.59 0.40

12/14/79 AR2186 2251 2252 2253 0.42 0.59 0.75 0.54

12/14/79 AR2186 2258 2259 2300 0.54 0.52 0.76 0.50

12/14/79 AR2186 2307 2307 2309 0.60 0.53 1.03 0.43

12/15/79 AR2186 1958 1959 2000 0.46 0.38 0.82 0.45

12/16/79 AR2186 1644 1644 1649 0.84 -0.54 1.86 -0.24

12/16/79 AR2186 1705 1706 1708 0.62 -0.27 1.49 -0.19

12/16/79 AR2186 2123 2127 2129 0.54 0.54 1.70 0.08
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It should be kept in mind, however, that nearly all of the flares

detected in this study were of weak ( %i SFU ) intensity and there may

be a threshold below which polarization changes caused by the emergence

or reordering of coronal magnetic fields may be undetectable. Further

studies during a time when the sun in more active would be useful to

confirm this.

We caution, however, that it is often difficult, when using a

single interferometer baseline, to distinguish between polarization

variations that are caused by the reordering of coronal magnetic field

structure from those changes that are caused by variations of the fringe

amplitude of a highly polarized active region. Multiple wavelength

observations of solar flares with the Very Large Array would of course

be of great value since they would provide the positions, sizes,

brightness and polarization structures of the bursts during both the

impulsive and post-burst phases with second of arc resolution. This

information could be used to test certain ambiguous interpretations of

the bursts which already appear in the literature. Alissandrakis and

Kundu (1978), for example, have used Westerbork observations to suggest

that the 6 cm burst sources at first contract until the maximum burst

intensity is reached and then expand during the post-burst phase. It

is difficult to see how one can compress the magnetic field lines,

however, and it mtav be that an apparent compression Is produced bV the

faster rist ot the smaller components. Multiple wavelength V.L.A.

o]servat ions could s initltaneous ly ;ample the bursts at a varietV of

Ilkie Jglt ATId t lirelv Ile 1lp resolve ti is ambiguitv of source expansion and

* ii! I , t i o . It wo Id a I so he possi b e k to measure t I e polar i za t ion at
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different heights and thereby test the prevalent view that the unpol-

arized or weakly polarized post-burst phase represents the thermalization

of the non-thermal electrons of the impulsive phase by collision with

particles in the ambient plasma.
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Figure 20. The total intensity, I (top), the circular polarization, V (middle),
and the polarization percentage. p (bottom), plotted as a function
of Universal Time for a burst on December 9, 1979.
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Figure 21. The total intensity,I (top), the circular polarization,V (middle),

and the polarization percentage,p (bottom) plotted as a function

of Universal Time for a burst on December 12, 1979.
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THEORETICAL DISCUSSION

In Section II we have presented observations of six different active

regions at widely different times, and these data provide a reasonably

large sample for testing the possible radiation mechanisms which may account

for the enhanced radio emission detected at 6 cm wavelength. The observed

emission has average brightness temperatures of TB " 106 K, for example,

and these temperatures imply representative optical depths of T ' 0.3

for the electron temperatures of T = 2 to 4 x 106 K which are known to
e

exist in the coronal atmosphere above active regions. Under the assumption

that the observed radiation is due to thermal electrons of electron density,

N , and electron temperature, Te, there are two sources of opacity whiche

are respectively due to the bremsstrahlung interactions of the electrons

with ions and the gyromagnetic interaction of the electrons with magnetic

fields. The optical depth, TB, for bremsstrahlung (braking or free-free

radiation) which applies at radio wavelengths for temperatures exceeding

3 x 105 K is given by (Lang 1974b, 1980):

N2 &) T
= 9.8ix0~ Nd10

T 9.786 x 10
- 3  e n [4.7 x 10 10

B2T 3/2 ,
e

0-30 2

1.68 x 10 N2 df ; (1)
e

whereas the optical depth, -T , for gyroresonance absorption is (Zheleznvakov,

1970; see Ginzburg, 1961, 1967; Kakinuma and 1962r, l962; Kriger, 1979 for

more generalized and more complicated formulae):

vt 2n-2 
-n 2

6 (1 ± cos

12n2n 2n11'o
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Here tile numerical expressions have been computed assuming an observing

frequency of v = 5 x 109 Hz, an electron temperature of T = 2.5 x 106 K,
e

2 -5
an emission measure f Ne dk in units of cm , a plasma frequency ofe

3 1/2 - 3
8.9 x 103 N Hz, an electron density of N in units of cm , and

a thermal velocity of v th= 6.5 x 10 5  Cm s . The angle is theth e

angle between the line of sight and the direction of the magnetic field,

the scale length of the magnetic field LH = H(dH/dz) is the characteristic

dimension for a change in magnetic field strength H, with height, z, and

gryoresonant absorption occurs only when the observing frequency v n VH,

where the harmonic n 2 or 3 in our case and the gyrofrequency \! 2.8 x 10 6

H cosG Hz, and the + and - signs respectively refer to the extraordinary

and the ordinary modes of wave propagation.

It follows from Equation (1) that the representative optical depths
9N 909 -5

of T = % T 0.3 occur when the emission measure fN dlIt2 x 10 cm
B e %e

which corresponds to an average electron density N 5 x l0 9 cm- 3 when thee

vertical extent, L, of the radio emitting region is equal to the scale

height at 106 K (1L = 1 0 cm). The physical parameters inferred under

this thermal bremsstrahlung interpretation of the 6 cm radio emission are

consi.stent with those inferred from Skylab X-ray observations of the

coronal atmosphere ahove active regions. The X-rays observations indicate

2. 6 xN2 29 -5 10lO% 2 1 K, f dN d: 2 x1 , 1. 10' cm and N 5 10 Cm

1or tihe hot pglasma trapped in magne tic arches above act ive regions (Landini,

l~ossi, IKri eger and Vai ana, 1975; Vaiana, 1976; Vaiana, Krieger, TimothyN

,rid Zombieck, 1976; Vaiana and !Rosner, 1978). The data given in Sect ion 11

also indicates that tiic observed bri ghiness temperature immediately above

sunspots can be as low as TI < 5 x 104 K, for whiclh an electron temperature

t "

-. I.:V - 2. - T I [] I . -''_ A J
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of Te = 2.5 x 106 K corresponds to an optical depth of tB < 0.02; and from

Equation (1) an upper limit of fN d. < 10 28cm is obtained. This is
e

also consistent with X-ray observations which indicate that the emission

measure above sunspots is substantially lower than that above plage with

emission measures characteristic of the quiet areas of the solar corona

weeN2 d£ 127 -5
where fN 2dt 10 2cm (Pallavicini, Vaiana, Tofani and Felli, 1979).

e

In summary, then, the interpretation of the enhanced 6 cm emission in terms

of the thermal bremsstrahlung of hot, dense "coronal condensations" leads

to spatial configurations, emission measures, electron densities, and

temperatures which are consistent with those inferred from Skylab x-ray

observations of other active regions.

Equation (2) indicates that the gyroresonant absorption layers are

transparent for all n ' 4 with L, V 10 9 cm and N = 109 to 1010 cm-3e

whereas the layers are optically thick for n = 2 and n = 3 at most 0..

An optically thin condition can be obtained at n = 3 and some values of e,

but hotter brightness temperatures and larger optical depths are expected

at larger e. The observed radiation would therefore be expected to be

brightest in regions which are at large angles away from vertical magnetic

fields, and this is not generally the case. Moreover, gyroresonant

absorption only occurs in a thin layer of thickness D % 500 km, whereas

thermal bremsstrahlung occurs throughout the coronal atmosphere. We might

therefore imagine that radiation at the second and third harmonic of the

gyrofrequency is completely absorbed in a thin layer, but that we actually

observe the bremsstrahlung of the hot, dense plasma which is known to

overly this layer. Because very special ad hoc assumptions are needed to

explain the observed 6 cm radiation in terms of gyromagnetic processes,

we prefer the thermal bremsstrahlung process,
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especially in view of the fact that the parameters inferred under this

assumption are consistent with X-ray observations of other active regions.

Nevertheless, we do not want to totally discount the possibility that

gyroresonant absorption processes may sometimes play an important role at

special wavelengths - particularly when the frequency is at the third

harmonic of the gyrofrequency, and in regions near the edges of sunspots

where the coronal gas becomes more tenuous and the magnetic field gradients

become large. Pallavicini et al. (1979) have, for example, found that

intense X-ray sources are always associated with enhanced radiation at

2.8 cm wavelength in regions away from sunspots; and this radio radiation

can be accounted for by thermal bremsstrahlung. In some cases, however,

they observed enhanced radio emission at 2.8 cm wavelength near sunspots

where there is weak X-ray radiation, and this component of radio emission

may require the alternative gyroresonant absorption process. Nevertheless,

the available data indicate that the thermal bremsstrahlung process plays

the dominant role for the plage-associated regions of enhanced emission

observed at 6 cm wavelength.

The X-ray data indicate that the topological structure of the

coronal magnetic fields largely determines the physical state of the dense

coronal plasma, and we see the effects of these intense magnetic fields

in the circular polarization of the radio wavelength radiation. When a

magnetic field is present, an electromagnetic wave is split into two

normal waves, tile ordinary, o, and extraordinary, e, waves; and the

classical magnetoionic theory can be used to calculate both the optical

depths - and for the two components and the degree of circular

polarization, tOt the emergent radiation. Because linear polarization
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has not been detected at 6 cm wavelength, and also because the observed

circular polarization shows a strong correlation with the longitudinal

magnetic fields seen on magnetograms, we may assume quasi-longitudinal

propagation in which (Ratcliffe, 1962; Lang, 1974b, 1980; KrUger, 1979):

T
T = -

-- H

(3)

T
Te = + (V /V)I2

and

exp(-Te) - exp(-t )P e (4)
2 - [esp(-T) + exp(-Te)j

where T is the optical depth in the absence of a magnetic field. Optically

thick radiation T > I is not polarized even in the presence of a magnetic

field. For optically thin bremsstrahlung with T << 1, Equation (4)

becomes:
22 (vH/V)

2 ((j) ,>-- H(5)

1+ (V /V)

whereas the optically thin gyroresonant absorption with TB  1 , we have:

2 cos 0

1+ cos2 0

For both thermal bremsstrahlung and gyroresonant absorption the extra-

ordinary component of wave motion is more strongly absorbed, and the sense

,, . : . 1. .. .



of circular polarization observed at both millimeter and centimeter

wavelengths is that of the extraordinary wave. The high degrees

of circular polarization observed at centimeter wavelengths require

intense magnetic fields if the radiation is bremsstrahlung, for Equation (4)

implies magnetic field strengths of H = 450 to 900 Gauss if P = 40% to 1007

and the optical depth T = 0.3 to 0.5. This in itself is not a drawback,

for the gyroresonant absorption process also requires H = 900 or 600 Gauss

because the radiation must be at the second or third harmonic of the gyro-

frequency in this case. The gyroresonant absorption does naturally provide

high circular polarization for Equation (6) gives p > 607 for all 0
C

smaller than seventy degrees, but theaptical depths are low at small 0 where

one observes large circular polarization correlated with longitudinal mag-

netic fields. The observed circular polarization is not a conclusive test

for either radiation mechanism, but it does indicate an optically thin

condition in which magnetic field strengths of between 450 and 900 Gauss

are required at levels where the temperature exceeds a million degrees.

The observations of solar flares de.sribed in the last section

showed that the circular polarization _decreased as the total intensity

of the flare increased. This behavior can be easilv understood for if

we let h (1 + ')li/v) 2 /(l so that

= hT (7)
C 0

then

S (xp (-h ) - exp(-, (8)

2- Eexp(-h ) + exp(-T )0
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As the burst evolves and the intensity increases, the optical depth will

reach its maximum value and the degree of circular polarization will be

observed to decrease. The flares that were described in the last section

all follow this pattern. Of particular interest is the reversal in sign

of the polarization during the flare on December 8 (Figure 19). In order

to explain this reversal, it is necessary to consider the effect of a

layer of plasma which lies between the source and the observer and which

absorbs the emission of the source. If we denote the optical depths in

this layer in the extraordinary and ordinary modes by Te and T thene':
it is easy to show that the degree of circular polarization becomes

~ C F .

p, 1-exp (-hr - Llexp(-T )j exp(h °-l)I(0 (9)
l-exp(-hT )] + i[l-exp(-o)] exp(h -l)T °

wlere, analagous to equation 7, 11 is 0he tart or which relates
I I

T and Te in this layer. If we assume that the observed emission

is at the second or third harmonic of the gyrofrequency, the i = 9 or 4,

respectively, and in either case the exp (-hT ) term in equation 9 can

be neglected. We then have

- -exp(--T0 ) ]eXP LuI'-I)T. (10)

+ 11-exp(-T 0 exp [ (h -I))1 ]

The value (if for which the polarization changes sign Is thus

vlven hv
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t -in [l-exp(- 0 )J (ii)

Ihi

It follows from equation 10 that if the factor (h -i)To  decreases

during the burst, then the polarization can change sign. If it is

assumed that the absorption in the overlying layer is due to the

bremsstrahlung process, then from equation 1 it follows that the optical

-3/2
depth will decrease at T -  

, if T, the temperature within the layer

increases. If the underlying flare is sufficiently strong, as was

apparently the case only for the December 8 burst, then the absorbing

layer can be sufficiently heated to cause the opacity to fall below

the critical value (11). It has of course been widely discussed in the

literature that coronal heating, either prior to and or during a flare,

is an essential part of the flare process.
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D. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented V.L.A. synthesis maps at 6 cm wavelength for six

different active regions on seven different days scattered over a one and

a half year period; and we have compared these maps with Ha photographs

and magnetograms of the same regions. These pioneering observations and

comparisons have allowed us to make some important general conclusions in

spite of the fact that the entire V.L.A. was not yet operational. We have

shown that the enhanced 6 cm emission of six different active regions comes

from one or more small (Q 20"), bright (Q 10 6K), highly circularly polarized

(30% to 100%) sources which are well correlated with the chromospheric

plage seen as bright regions on H photographs, and that there is often no

similar enhanced 6 cm emission in the regions which directly overlay sunspots.

We have interpreted the enhanced 6 cm emission in terms of the thermal

bremsstrahlung of hot, dense "coronal condensations;" and this interpretation
,Nd x1029 -5

leads to spatial configurations, emission measures fN 2d V 2 x cm 5
O

-3electron densities N 5 x 109 cm , and electron temperatures

T 2 to 4 x 106 K which are consistent with those inferred from X-ray

observations of the coronal atmosphere above other active regions. Our

observations are ai-o consistent with X-ray and E.U.V. observations which

indicate that a hot, dense plasma is located in magnetic arches between

sunspots, and that cooler, tenuous regions overlay sunspots. Our observa-

tions also indicate that the circular polarization at 6 cm wavelength

exhibits magnetic polarities, dipole shapes, orientations and extents which

are correlated with the structure of the longitudinal magnetic field seen

in maglnetograms of the lower lving photosphere. This indicates that the

6 cm maps of circular polarization delineate the magnetic structure in

the solar corona; whereas the high degree of circular polarization can only

be explained if the magnetic field strengths lie between 450 and 900 paus.

...........................................................



at coronal iLeve,. wh,re tilt, tempcraturc exceeds a million degrees.

Our comparat ivelv large sample suggests some new Interpretations of

the old (Kundu, N'a, 1) core-halo model in which intense polarized cores

(. 2' in extent) are associated with sunspots, and weak, extended (5' to 9')

unpolarized halos are associated with plage. We have found that at 6 cm

wavelength the previously unresolved cores are composed of small, bright

plan!e-associated sources which are not necessarily related to sunspots;

and that the enhanced h cm emission can be explained in terms of the thermal

bremsstrahlung of compact "coronal condensations." Because the V.L.A.

undersamples the larger angular structures - 2', we can say little about

the weak and extended halos; but the observations presented here suggest

a new multiple component model in which the slowly varying radiation is

predominantly due to the thermal bremsstrahlung of a variety of sources

ranging from small, dense bright ones to extended, tenuous, dim ones.

The increased size of the larger sources might make up for the decrease

in brightness, resulting in comparable flux densities from all of the

sources. Our multiple component model does not exclude the possibility

of important gyroresonant absorption processes in the vicinity of sunspots;

but we point out that they require very special conditions in which the

observing frequency is at the third harmonic of the gyrofrequency, and

that they certainly do not dominate the 6 cm emission from the active

regions we have observed. Moreover, because of the confusion and dilution

effects of the large antenna beamwidths which included groups of sunspots

and bright plage, previously observed intensity and polarization spectra

can no longer be used in support of the various models of active regions;

and these spectra will have to be redetermined from simultaneous multiple

wavelength observations with second-of-arc angular resolution.
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We have also presented observations of solar flares at 2.8 cm wavelength

using the Owens Valley two-element interferometer. These observations showed

that rapid changes in the circular polarization did not occur before the

weak to moderate (I to 10sfu ) events that were detected. In a few cases, gradual

polarization changes of about 40 percent over a period of about an hour were

seen. The strongest flare exhibited changes in both senses of polarization

both before and after the impulsive phase of the burst. This is in contrast

to the behavior found by Kundu and Vlahos (1979) who observed that bursts of

similiar intensity were polarized in only one sense of polarization and only

in the impulsive phase. The kind of polarization change observed by us suggests

that if the burst arises in a bipolar loop structure, then it comes from opposite

magnetic polarities of the loop.

Although our results show that there were no clear pre-flare circular

polarization signatures, we feel that further observations during a time when

the sun is more active would be useful in order to determine if there is a

limit below which bursts of a certain intensity fail to show such "precursors".

Observations of flares with the VLA instrument would be of even nore utility

as they would be able to provide the positions, sizes, brightness and

polarization structures of the bursts with arc-second resolution.
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